CONCLUSION

I hereby conclude that humen & other living creatures on earth have been created, basically from water, as per Allah The Almighty's commandment:

"وَخَلَقْنَاكُمْ مِنْ مَاءٍ جَمِيعٍ (5-19) - البقرة "

in Qoran. The modern science also verifies the Qoranic Verse & says that 'Water is base of life'.

Again, Quran says that Adam/human has been specially & originally created from soil, as Allah The Almighty says in Quran:

"وَضَعَنَاهُ فِي عَرْقِ الْأَرْضِ (22-11) - البقرة "

In this way the origin of human bases primarily on water & 2ndly on soil, regarding which Quran explain the episode of Adam's creation from soil to which water was added:

"وَخَلَقْنَاكُمْ مِنْ مَاءٍ جَمِيعٍ (5-19) - البقرة "

After elaborating the 'point of origin', Quran also covers the creation of Adam's off-spring, first mother 'Eves' then rest of the human race, on the same pattern as discussed earlier i.e. from water and soil as per Quranic text:

"وَخَلَقْنَاكُمْ مِنْ مَاءٍ جَمِيعٍ (5-19) - البقرة "

Adam's off-spring has been created from soil when rain falls vegetations erupt out of earth, which bear flowers & fruits on maturity. Humen consume flowers & fruits as their foods. The foods taken in are converted to blood after digestion, thus completes the first half of human life cycle.

Regarding the 'origin of human', modern science fails to elaborate the first half of human life cycle, instead relies on the false..
hypothosis of 'Darwin's Theory of Evolution' which has not yet been proved scientifically.

Second assumption of human origin is 'monkey', and human is its transformed form, which logically & scientifically baseless as per my view, because: i) monkey is speechless, while human is a talking animal 'حیوان تاطمی', ii) monkey is 4 legged* while human is 2 legged**, iii) monkey can be trained but cannot be educated, while human can be trained & educated*** & iv) The monkey race still exists.

Qoran also condemns the above theory & declares that monkey is the cursed shape of humen from Prophet Shoeb a.s. followers, who were disobedients of their Prophet and engaged in less measuring & less weighing; as Allah The Almighty says in Qoran:

\[
\text{Ofe& -c.UK'i-sjo,} \]

and human was originally created as excellent as exists now, as Allah The Almighty says:

\[
\text{لَفَّتُ مِنْ زَوْنِي الْإِسْتَبُكَادَةِ فِي أَحَمَّضِ نَحْوَيِّمٍ (الْبَكَرَةِ - 4)}
\]

The modern science is 'mum' and does not elaborate the first half of human life cycle, while Qoranic Science proves that human has been created from soil, and human life cycle starts when rain falls, which alives the dead earth by way of 'autotrophic' lives or plants. Plants produce flowers & fruits, food for human. Foods are transformed to blood after digestion, and thus nutrients obtained from food runs in the 'life lines' of human body. This whole episode of first part of human life cycle is verified by the modern science.

* disobedients of Hz Dawood a.s. were cursed to 'monkey' shaped.
Conclusion ... contd...

Second half of human life cycle that covers from transformation of blood into sexual fluids through male & female reproductive organs. The union of 'sperm' of male sexual fluid with 'ovum' of female sexual fluid and the formation of 'zygote' within the female 'uterus'. Different stages of development of Zygote, till the attainment of a full-fledged human baby. It takes almost '9' months to cope-up the full-term 'Embryology', as per Qoranic commandment:

The modern science on the basis of its scientific observations, has established facts & figures regarding the second half of human life cycle, has fortunately been verified the 'authenticity' of Qoranic verses.

At one stage, during the fetal development, when Allah The Almighty creates Heart, Brain & Sensory Organs like ears & eyes. Whenever, Quran describes these organs, ear is described first:

Since long, an Islamic tradition is in force that when a child is born, Azan* is recited in his/her ears, means first created organ is utilized first. This Qoranic Verse regarding the creation of fetal 'ear' has been scientifically proved true**.

Quran says that human race has been created from its back:

The secret of this Qoranic Verse Has come to light when modern science confirmed that vertebral contains Bone Marrow, which produces RBC: the most important factor of human blood. Blood vitalises the reproductive organs & system, and makes them functional.
The most important factor of life is soul or spirit, which Allah The Almighty blows into 'Fetus', when it occupies 'human' shape and thus fetus becomes completely alive:

The above process requires almost 3 months period from the date of conception. Here again, modern science fails to elaborate the importance of 'spirit', as per Qoranic saying, instead believes that cell-division & growth are the only symptoms of life and unable to analyse the 'soul'. Infact, spirit is the epicentre of life and Qoran defines spirit as:

After the completion of full term of embryonic stages, a child is born, almost at maturity of 9 months. Newly born child continues to grow externally to youth age and old age and ultimately dies, as per Qoranic saying:

Death is must for every life created on earth:

Qoran also defines the cause of death:

The modern science agrees with the Qoranic saying, regarding death, but fails to defines the exact cause of death.

As per my view, which is based on the Qoranic science; 'spirit is only of demarcation between life & death:

and as soon as 'spirit' is withdrawn from live human body, it turns to dead body.

*based on the self research work - A. T. Inam
Conclusion ... contd...

Since Qoranic revelation regarding death is a scientific* fact, therefore, modern science must believe & rely on the Qoranic definition of death.

Qoran says that next to death is the stages of decomposition & decay of the dead body. The process of decomposition, decomposes the elements of human dead body, which turn to soil:

\[ \text{The 'soil' Bacteria play important role during the process of decomposition. And this way, human body turns to soil, of which the body was made of:} \]

\[ \text{The modern scientific view, regarding the decomposition, shares the Qoranic science and adapt its guidelines.} \]

Thus, human life cycle completes its journey from soil to soil.

Allah The Almighty says in Qoran that you are being created from soil & you will return back to it:

\[ \text{Therefore, the Qoranic view regarding the human origin and different stages of human life cycle from birth to death is absolutely true. The modern science adheres and follows the Qoranic view step by step. Thanks to The Almighty Allah that He has bestows us guidelines in the form of The Holy Qoran.} \]

*since each & every stages of human life cycle are verified by the modern science, therefore, Qoranic science is the basic science.